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Abstract

Applications such as employees sharing office spaces over
a workweek can be modeled as problems where agents are
matched to resources over multiple rounds. Agents’ require-
ments limit the set of compatible resources and the rounds
in which they want to be matched. Viewing such an applica-
tion as a multi-round matching problem on a bipartite com-
patibility graph between agents and resources, we show that
a solution (i.e., a set of matchings, with one matching per
round) can be found efficiently if one exists. To cope with
situations where a solution does not exist, we consider two
extensions. In the first extension, a benefit function is de-
fined for each agent and the objective is to find a multi-round
matching to maximize the total benefit. For a general class of
benefit functions satisfying certain properties (including di-
minishing returns), we show that this multi-round matching
problem is efficiently solvable. This class includes utilitarian
and Rawlsian welfare functions. For another benefit function,
we show that the maximization problem is NP-hard. In the
second extension, the objective is to generate advice to each
agent (i.e., a subset of requirements to be relaxed) subject to a
budget constraint so that the agent can be matched. We show
that this budget-constrained advice generation problem is NP-
hard. For this problem, we develop an integer linear program-
ming formulation as well as a heuristic based on local search.
We experimentally evaluate our algorithms on synthetic net-
works and apply them to two real-world situations: shared
office spaces and matching courses to classrooms.

1 Introduction
We consider resource allocation problems that arise in
practical applications such as hot desking or shared work
spaces (Varone and Beffa 2019; Cai and Khan 2010), class-
room scheduling (Phillips et al. 2015), matching customers
with taxicabs (Karamanis, Anastasiadis, and Angeloudis
2020; Kucharski and Cats 2020), and matching agricul-
tural equipment with farms (Gilbert 2018; Rakhra and Singh
2020). In such scenarios, many agents (individuals, cohorts,
farms, or in general, entities) are competing for a limited
number of time-shared resources. In our formulation, an
agent can be matched to at most one resource in any time
slot, but might want to be matched in more than one time
slot. Agents may have some restrictions that limit the set
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of resources to which they can be matched or possible time
slots in which they can be matched. Any resource whose
specifications do not meet an agent’s restrictions is incom-
patible with that agent.

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, such resource al-
location problems have become as important as ever. For
example, social-distancing requirements (such as maintain-
ing a six-foot separation between individuals) led to a dra-
matic decrease in the number of individuals who can oc-
cupy an enclosed space, whether it is a classroom (Dis-
trict Management Group 2020; Enriching Students 2020),
workspace (Parker 2020) or visitation room (Wong 2021).

We model this resource allocation problem as a k-round
matching problem on a bipartite graph, where the two node
sets represent the agents and resources respectively. We as-
sume that the rounds are numbered 1 through k, and each
round matches a subset of agents with a subset of resources.
Each agent specifies the set of permissible rounds in which it
can participate and the desired number of rounds (or match-
ings) in which it needs to be assigned a resource. Con-
sider for example a classroom scheduling for a workweek
(k = 5). Each lecturer who wants to schedule class sessions
for her courses specifies the number of sessions she would
like to schedule and the possible weekdays. There may also
be additional requirements for classrooms (e.g., room size,
location, computer lab). As a result, some agent-resource
pairs become incompatible. The PRINCIPAL’s objective is to
find a set of at most k matchings satisfying all the require-
ments, if one exists. In the classroom scheduling example,
the existence of such a set means that there exists a solution
where each lecturer receives the desired number of sessions
on the desired days.

We refer to this as the multi-round matching problem
(MRM). We consider two additional problem formulations
to cope with the situation when a solution satisfying all the
requirements does not exist.

In the first formulation, an agent receives a benefit (or
reward) that depends on the number of rounds where it is
matched, and the objective is to find a solution that maxi-
mizes the sum of the benefits over all agents. We refer to
this as the multi-round matching for total benefit maxi-
mization problem (abbreviated as MAXTB-MRM). When
applying this formulation to the classroom scheduling exam-
ple, it is possible to find a solution in which the number of



assigned sessions is maximized (by maximizing the corre-
sponding utility function). Alternatively, we can also find a
solution in which the minimal assignment ratio for a lecturer
(i.e., the number of assigned sessions divided by the number
requested) is maximized.

In the second formulation, the objective is to generate
suitable advice to each agent to relax its resource require-
ments so that it becomes compatible with previously incom-
patible resources. However, the agent incurs a cost to relax
its restrictions (e.g., social distancing requirements not met,
increase in travel time). So, the suggested advice must sat-
isfy the budget constraints that are chosen by the agents. In
other words, the goal of this problem is to suggest relax-
ations to agents’ requirements, subject to budget constraints,
so that in the new bipartite graph (obtained after relaxing the
requirements), all the agents’ requirements are satisfied. In
scheduling classrooms, for example, the PRINCIPAL may re-
quire that some lecturers waive a subset of their restrictions
(e.g., having a far-away room) so that they can get the num-
ber of sessions requested. We refer to this to as the advice
generation for multi-round matching problem (abbrevi-
ated as AG-MRM).
Summary of contributions:
(a) An efficient algorithm for MAXTB-MRM. For a gen-
eral class of benefit functions that satisfy certain properties
including monotonicity (i.e., the function is non-decreasing
with increase in the number of rounds) and diminishing re-
turns (i.e., increase in the value of the function becomes
smaller as the number of rounds is increased), we show
that the MAXTB-MRM problem can be solved efficiently
by a reduction to the maximum weighted matching prob-
lem. A simple example of such a function (where each
agent receives a benefit of 1 for each round in which it is
matched) represents a utilitarian social welfare function
(Viner 1949). Our efficient algorithm for this problem yields
as a corollary an efficient algorithm for the MRM prob-
lem mentioned above. Our algorithm can also be used for a
more complex benefit function that models a Rawlsian so-
cial welfare function (Rawls 1999; Stark 2020), where the
goal is to maximize the minimum satisfaction ratio (i.e., the
ratio of the number of rounds assigned to an agent to the
requested number of rounds) over all the agents.
(b) Maximizing the number of satisfied agents. Given a
multi-round matching, we say that an agent is satisfied if
the matching satisfies all the requirements of the agent. The
objective of finding a multi-round matching that satisfies the
largest number of agents can be modeled as the problem of
maximizing the total benefit by specifying a simple benefit
function for each agent. However, such a benefit function
doesn’t have the diminishing returns property. We show that
this optimization problem (denoted by MAXSA-MRM) is
NP-hard, even when each agent needs to be matched in at
most three rounds. This result points out the importance of
the diminishing returns property in obtaining an efficient
algorithm for maximizing the total benefit.
(c) Advice generation. We show that AG-MRM is NP-hard
even when there is only one agent who needs to be matched
in two or more rounds. Recall that the AG-MRM problem

Problem Results
MAXTB-MRM Efficient algorithm for a general

class of benefit functions. An effi-
cient algorithm for the MRM prob-
lem is a corollary.

MAXSA-MRM NP-hard (reduction from Minimum
Vertex Cover for cubic graphs)

AG-MRM NP-hard (reduction from Minimum
Set Cover)

AG-MAXSA-MRM ILP and a local search heuristic for
AG-MAXSA-MRM

Table 1: Overview of problems and main results

requires that each agent must be satisfied (i.e., assigned the
desired number of rounds) in the new compatibility graph
(obtained by relaxing the suggested restrictions). It is inter-
esting to note that the hardness of AG-MRM is due to the
advice generation part and not the computation of matching.
(Without the advice generation part, the AG-MRM prob-
lem corresponds to MRM on a given compatibility graph,
which is efficiently solvable as mentioned above.) The hard-
ness of AG-MRM directly implies the hardness of the prob-
lem (denoted by AG-MAXSA-MRM) where the generated
advice must lead to a matching that satisfies the maximum
number of agents. We present two solution approaches for
the AG-MAXSA-MRM problem: (i) an integer linear pro-
gram (ILP-AG-MAXSA-MRM) to find an optimal solution
and (ii) a pruned local search heuristic (PS-AG-MAXSA-
MRM) that uses our algorithm for MRM to generate solu-
tions of good quality.
(d) Experimental results. We present a back-to-the-lab desk-
sharing study that has been conducted in the AI lab at a uni-
versity to facilitate lab personnel intending to return to the
work place during the COVID-19 epidemic. This study ap-
plies our algorithms to guide policies for returning to work.
In addition, we present an experimental evaluation of our al-
gorithms on several synthetic data sets as well as on a data
set for matching courses to classrooms.

Table 1 shows the list of problems considered in our
work and our main results. Due to space limitations, many
proofs are omitted; they can be founded in an expanded ver-
sion (Trabelsi et al. 2022c).

2 Related Work
Resource allocation in multi-agent systems is a well-studied
area (e.g., (Chevaleyre et al. 2006; Gorodetski, Karsaev, and
Konushy 2003; Dolgov and Durfee 2006)). The general fo-
cus of this work is on topics such as how agents express their
requirements, algorithms for allocating resources and evalu-
ating the quality of the resulting allocations. Some complex-
ity and approximability issues in this context are discussed
in Nguyen et al. (2013). Zahedi et al. (2020) study the allo-
cation of tasks to agents so that the task allocator can answer
queries on counterfactual allocations.

Babaei et al. (2015) presented a survey of approaches to
solving timetabling problems that assign university courses
to spaces and time slots, avoiding the violation of hard



constraints and trying to satisfy soft constraints as much
as possible. A few papers proposed approaches to exam
timetabling (e.g., Leite et al. (2019), Elley (2006)). Other
work addressed timetabling for high schools (e.g., Fonseca
et al. (2016) and Tan et al. (2021)). However, the constraints
allowed in the various timetabling problem variations are
much more complex than in our setting.

Variants of multi-round matching have been considered
in game theoretic settings. Anshelevich et al. (2013) con-
sider an online matching algorithm where incoming agents
are matched in batches. Liu (2020) considers matching a
set of long-lived players (akin to resources in our setting)
to short-lived players in time-slots. These two works focus
on mechanism design to achieve stability and maximize so-
cial welfare. Gollapudi et al. (2020) and also Caragiannis
and Narang (2022) consider repeated matching with the ob-
jective of achieving envy-freeness. However, the latter only
considers the case of perfect matching, where agents are
matched exactly once in each round. Sühr et al. (2019) con-
sidered optimizing fairness in repeated matchings motivated
by applications to the ride-hailing problem.

Zanker et al. (2010) discuss the design and evaluation
of recommendation systems that allow users to specify soft
constraints regarding products of interest. A good discussion
on the design of constraint-based recommendation systems
appears in Felfernig et al. (2011).

Zhou and Han (2019) propose an approach for a graph-
based recommendation system that forms groups of agents
with similar preferences to allocate resources. Trabelsi et
al. (2022a, 2022b) discussed the problem of advising an
agent to modify its preferences so that it can be assigned
a resource in a maximum matching. In this work, however,
the advice is given to a single agent and only one matching
is generated.

To our knowledge, the problems studied in our paper,
namely finding multi-round matchings that optimize general
benefit functions and advising agents to modify their prefer-
ences so that they can be assigned resources in such match-
ings, have not been addressed in the literature.

3 Definitions and Problem Formulation
3.1 Preliminaries
Agents, resources and matching rounds Let X =
{x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a set of n agents and Y =
{y1, y2, . . . , ym} a set of m resources. The objective of
the system or the PRINCIPAL is to generate k matchings
M1, . . . ,Mk of agents to resources, which we henceforth
refer to as a k-round matching. However, each agent has
certain requirements that need to be satisfied. Firstly, each
agent xi specifies a set Ki ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , k} and wants to be
matched in ρi rounds from Ki.

Restrictions and Restrictions Graph In addition to
round preferences, agents may have restrictions due to
which they cannot be matched to certain (or all) resources.
We model this using an XY bipartite graph with multiple
labels on edges, with each label representing a restriction.
We refer to this graph as the restrictions graph and denote
it as GR(X,Y,ER), where ER is the edge set. Each edge

e ∈ ER is associated with a set Γe of agent-specific labels
representing restrictions.

Compatibility Graph Let Ci denote the set of edge la-
bels or restrictions associated with agent xi. Suppose a set
C ⊆ Ci of restrictions makes resource yj incompatible
with xi, we draw a labeled edge {xi, yj} with labels in C.
We say thatC is the restrictions set for the edge {xi, yj}. To
make xi compatible with yj , all the restrictions inC must be
removed. There can be hard constraints due to which yj can
never be compatible with xi even if all the restrictions are
removed, in which case, xi and yj are not adjacent in GR.
Let E ⊆ ER be the set of all edges for which the restric-
tions set is empty. The corresponding subgraphG(X, Y, E)
is called the compatibility graph. An example showing a
restrictions graph, a compatibility graph and multi-round
matching appears as Figure 1. This example (Figure 1) is
motivated by the Lab-Space application considered in this
work. There are lab members (agents) who need to be as-
signed rooms (resources) – one person per room – on five
days (i.e., k = 5) with some preferences for space and days.
Restrictions on each edge are induced by the mismatch be-
tween agent preferences and resource properties. For exam-
ple, x1 requires a big room, while y2 is small. Therefore, we
add a restriction (or label) big1 to the edge {x1, y2}. The
restrictions graph for this problem is shown followed by a
multi-round matching solution.

Costs for restrictions removal For each restriction cti,
there is a positive cost ψti associated with removing cti. To
remove any set of labels, we use an additive cost model, i.e.,
for any C ⊆ Ci, the cost incurred by agent xi for removing
all the restrictions in C is

∑
cti∈C ψ

t
i . An agent xi is satis-

fied if it is matched in ρi rounds belonging to the set Ki.
Now, we formally define the multi-round matching and ad-
vice generation problems.

3.2 Multi-round Matching
We begin with a definition of the basic multi-round matching
problem (MRM) and discuss other versions.
Multi-Round Matching (MRM)
Instance: A compatibility graph G(X, Y, E), number of
rounds of matching k; for each agent xi, the set of per-
missible rounds Ki ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, the number of rounds
ρi ≤ |Ki| in which xi wants to be matched.
Requirement: Find a k-round matching that satisfies all
the agents (i.e., one that meets the requirements of all the
agents), if one exists.

Since a solution may not exist for a given instance of the
MRM problem, we consider an extension that uses a benefit
(or utility) function for each agent. For each agent xi, the
benefit function µi : {0, 1, . . . , ρi} → R+, where R+ is the
set of nonnegative real numbers, gives a benefit value µi(`)
when the number of rounds assigned to xi is `, 0 ≤ ` ≤ ρi. If
a k-round matching assigns `i ≤ ρi rounds to agent xi, then
the total benefit to all the agents is given by

∑n
i=1 µi(`i).

We can now define a more general version of MRM.
Multi-Round Matching to Maximize Total Benefit
(MAXTB-MRM)



Matching rounds k = 5; ρi = 3 and βi = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4.
K1 = K2 = {1, . . . , 5}, K3 = K4 = {1, 3, 5}.
Attributes: room size (big or small), WiFi connectivity (wifi),
and cabinet requirement (cab). Cost of removing each label is 1.

x1

x2

x3

x4

y1

y2

y3

big,
wifi

small,
wifi

big,
wifi,
cab

small,
cab

Agent
preferences GR

big,
wifi

small,
wifi

small,
cab

Resource
properties

∅
{big1}

{big1, wifi1} {small2}

∅{wifi2}

{cab3}

{big3, cab3}

{big3, wifi3}{small4, cab4}
{cab4}

∅

Without advice generation: A utilitarian social welfare solu-
tion where every xi is satisfied except x3.
x1

x2

x3

x4

y1

y2

y3

G 5-round matching

With advice generation: Relaxing big1 for x1 and cab3 for
x3 results in the following compatibility graph and solution.
x1

x2

x3

x4

y1

y2

y3

Figure 1: An example: A restrictions graph GR is induced
by agent preferences and resource attributes. The first multi-
round matching solution corresponds to the compatibility
without the advice generation component. Not all agents are
satisfied. The second solution satisfies all agents.

Instance: A compatibility graph G(X, Y, E), number of
rounds of matching k; for each agent xi, the set of per-
missible rounds Ki ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, the number of rounds
ρi ≤ |Ki| in which xi wants to be matched and the bene-
fit function µi.
Requirement: Find a k-round matching that maximizes the
total benefit over all the agents.

As will be shown in Section 4, when the benefit func-
tions satisfy some properties (including monotonicity and
diminishing returns), the MAXTB-MRM problem can be
solved efficiently. One such benefit function allows us to ob-
tain an efficient algorithm for the MRM problem. Another
benefit function allows us to define the problem of finding
a k-round matching that maximizes the number of satisfied
agents (abbreviated as MAXSA-MRM). However, this ben-
efit function does not satisfy the diminishing returns prop-
erty and so our efficient algorithm for MAXTB-MRM can-

not be used for this problem. In fact, we show in Section 4
that the MAXSA-MRM problem is NP-hard.

3.3 Advice Generation
We define the multi-round matching advice generation prob-
lems, namely AG-MRM and AG-MAXSA-MRM.
Advice Generation for Multi-Round Matching
(AG-MRM)
Instance: A restrictions graph GR(X,Y,ER), number of
rounds of matching k; for each agent xi, the set of per-
missible rounds Ki ⊆ {1, . . . , k}, the number of times xi
wants to be matched ρi ≤ |Ki|, and budget βi; for each la-
bel cti ∈ Ci, a cost ψti of removing that label. (Recall that Ci
is the set of labels on the edges incident on agent xi in GR.)
Requirement: For each agent xi, is there a subset C′i ⊆ Ci
such that the following conditions hold? (i) The cost of re-
moving all the labels in C′i for agent xi is at most βi, and
(ii) in the resulting compatibility graph, there exists a k-
round matching such that all agents are satisfied. If so, find
such a k-round matching.

In Figure 1, the advice generation component is illustrated
in the bottom-most panel. In this case, we note that there is
a solution to the AG-MRM problem.

In general, since a solution may not exist for a given
AG-MRM instance, it is natural to consider the version
where the goal is to maximize the number of satisfied agents.
We denote this version by AG-MAXSA-MRM.

Note: For convenience, we defined optimization ver-
sions of problems MAXSA-MRM, AG-MRM and
AG-MAXSA-MRM above. In subsequent sections, we
show that these problems are NP-hard. It can be seen that
the decision versions of these three problems are in NP;
hence, these versions are NP-complete.

4 Maximizing Total Benefit
4.1 An Efficient algorithm for MAXTB-MRM
In this section, we present our algorithm for the
MAXTB-MRM problem that finds a k-round matching that
maximizes the total benefit over all the agents. This algo-
rithm requires the benefit function for each agent to satisfy
some properties. We now specify these properties.
Valid benefit functions: For each agent xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
let µi(`) denote the non-negative benefit that the agent xi
receives if matched in ` rounds, for ` = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ρi.
Let δi(`) = µi(`) − µi(` − 1) for ` = 1, 2, . . . , ρi. We
say that the benefit function µi is valid if satisfies all of the
following four properties: (P1) µi(0) = 0; (P2) µi is mono-
tone non-decreasing in `; (P3) µi has the diminishing returns
property, that is, µi(`)− µi(`− 1) ≤ µi(`− 1)− µi(`− 2)
for 2 ≤ ` ≤ ρi; and (P4) δi(`) ≤ 1, for ` = 1, 2, . . . , ρi.
Note that µi(·) satisfies property P3 iff δi(·) is monotone
non-increasing in `. Property P4 can be satisfied by normal-
izing the increments in the benefit values.
Algorithm for MAXTB-MRM: Recall that the goal of
this problem is to find a multi-round matching that maxi-
mizes the total benefit over all the agents. The basic idea be-
hind our algorithm is to reduce the problem to the maximum



weighted matching problem on a larger graph. The steps of
this construction are shown in Figure 2. Given a multi-round
solutionM that assigns `i rounds to agent xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
let B(M) =

∑n
i=1 µi(`i) denote the total benefit due toM.

1. Given compatibility graph G(X,Y,E), and for each agent xi,
permissible rounds Ki, the maximum number of rounds ρi,
and benefit function µi(·), create a new edge-weighted bipar-
tite graph G′(X ′, Y ′, E′, w(·)) as follows. (The sets X ′, Y ′,
and E′ are all initially empty.)

Node set X ′. For each agent xi ∈ X and each h ∈ Ki, add a
node denoted by xhi to X ′.

Node set Y ′. For each resource yj ∈ Y , add k nodes denoted
by yhj , where h = 1, 2, . . . , k, to Y ′. These are called type-1
resource nodes. For every agent xi, add ρi nodes, denoted
by y2i,p, where p = 1, 2, . . . , ρi; these are called type-2 re-
source nodes. For every agent xi, add |Ki| − ρi nodes, de-
noted by let y3i,p, where p = 1, 2, . . . , |Ki| − ρi; these are
called type-3 resource nodes.

Edge set E′ and weight w. For every edge {xi, yj} ∈ E
and each h ∈ Ki, add edge {xhi , yhj } to E′ with
weight w(xhi , y

h
j ) = 1. For each h ∈ Ki and p = 1, . . . , ρi,

add edge {xhi , y2i,p} with weight w(xhi , y
2
i,p) = 1 − δi(p).

For each h ∈ Ki and p = 1, . . . , |Ki| − ρi, add edge
{xhi , y3i,p} with weight w(xhi , y

3
i,p) = k + 1.

2. Find a maximum weighted matching M∗ in G′.
3. Compute a collection of matchingsM∗ = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mk}

for G as follows. The sets M1, M2, . . ., Mk are initially empty.
For each edge e = {xhi , yhj } ∈ M∗ where yhj is a type-1 re-
source, add the edge {xi, yj} to Mh.

Figure 2: Steps of ALG-MAXTB-MRM.

Now, we establish the following result.

Theorem 4.1. Algorithm ALG-MAXTB-MRM (Figure 2)
produces an optimal solution if every benefit function µi(·)
is valid.

We prove the above theorem through a sequence of defi-
nitions and lemmas.

Definition 4.2. A matching M of G′ is saturated if M in-
cludes (i) every node of X ′ and (ii) every node of Y ′ that
represents a type-3 resource.

Lemma 4.3. Given any maximum weight matching M for
G′, a saturated maximum weight matching M ′ for G′ with
the same weight as M can be constructed.

Proof sketch: We first argue that every maximum weight
matching of G′ includes all type-3 resource nodes (since
each edge incident on those nodes has a large weight). We
then argue that other unmatched nodes of X ′ can be added
suitably.

Let the quantity λ be defined by
λ =

∑n
i=1 k(|Ki| − ρi) +

∑n
i=1

∑ρi
`=1(1− δi(`)).

We use λ throughout the remainder of this section. Note that
λ depends only on the parameters of the problem; it does not
depend on the algorithm.

Lemma 4.4. Suppose there is a saturated maximum weight
matching M for G′ with weight W . Then, a solution to the
MAXTB-MRM problem instance with benefit W − λ can
be constructed if every benefit function µi(·) is valid.

Proof. Given M , we compute a collection of matchings
M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mk} for G as follows. For each edge
e = {xhi , yhj } ∈ M where yhj is a type-1 resource, add the
edge {xi, yj} toMh. First, we will show that eachMh ∈M
is a matching in G. Suppose Mh is not a matching, then,
there exists some xi or yj with a degree of at least two
in Mh. We will prove it for the first case. The second case
is similar. Suppose agent xi is adjacent to two resources yj′
and yj′′ . This implies that in M , xhi is adjacent to both yhj′
and yhj′′ , contradicting the fact that M is a matching in G′.
Hence, M is a valid solution to the MAXTB-MRM prob-
lem.

We now derive an expression for the weight W of M .
Since every type-3 resource is matched in M , the corre-
sponding edges contribute

∑n
i=1 k(|Ki| − ρi) to W . For

an agent xi, let the number of edges to type-1 resources
be γi ≤ ρi. Each such edge is of weight 1. The remain-
ing ρi − γi edges correspond to type-2 resources. Since
each benefit function, µi satisfies the diminishing returns
property, the incremental benefits δi(·) are monotone non-
increasing in the number of matchings. Thus, we may as-
sume without loss of generality that the top ρi − γi edges in
terms of weight are in the maximum weighted matching M .
This contributes

∑ρi−γi
`=1

(
1−δi(ρi−`+1)

)
toW . Combin-

ing the terms corresponding to type-1 and type-2 resources,
the contribution of agent xi toW is γi+

∑ρi−γi
`=1

(
1−δi(ρi−

` + 1)
)

=
∑γi
`=1 1 +

∑ρi
`=γi

(
1 − δi(`)

)
=
∑ρi
`=1

(
1 −

δi(`)
)

+
∑γi
`=1 δi(`) . Summing this over all the agents, we

get W =
∑n
i=1 k(|Ki| − ρi) +

∑n
i=1

∑ρi
`=1

(
1 − δi(`)

)
+∑n

i=1

∑γi
`=1 δi(`) = λ +

∑n
i=1 µi(γi). Since

∑n
i=1 µi(γi)

= B(M), the lemma follows.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose there is a solution to the
MAXTB-MRM problem instance with benefit Q. Then,
there a saturated matching M for G′ with weight Q+λ can
be constructed.

Proof idea: This proof uses an analysis similar to the one
used in the proof of Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 4.6. There is an optimal solution to the MaxTB-
MRM problem instance with benefit Q∗ if and only if there
is a maximum weight saturated matching M∗ for G′ with
weight Q∗ + λ.

Proof idea: This is a consequence of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5.

Theorem 4.1 is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.6.

We now estimate the running time of ALG-MAXTB-MRM.

Proposition 4.7. Algorithm ALG-MAXTB-MRM runs in
time O(k3/2(n + |E|)√n+m)), where n is the number of
agents, m is the number of resources, k is the number of
rounds and E is the number of edges in the compatibility
graph G(X,Y,E).



4.2 Maximizing Utilitarian Social Welfare
Here, we present a valid benefit function that models utili-
tarian social welfare. For each agent xi, let µi(`) = `, for
` = 0, 1, . . . ρi. It is easy to verify that this is a valid benefit
function. Hence, the algorithm in Figure 2 can be used to
solve the MAXTB-MRM problem with these benefit func-
tions. An optimal solution in this case maximizes the total
number of rounds assigned to all the agents, with agent xi
assigned at most ρi rounds, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

This benefit function can also be used to show that the
MRM problem (where the goal is to check whether there is a
solution that satisfies all the agents) can be solved efficiently.
Proposition 4.8. MRM problem can be solved in polyno-
mial time.

Proof. For each agent xi, let the benefit function µi be de-
fined by µi(`) = `, for 0 ≤ ` ≤ ρi. We will show that for
this benefit function, the algorithm in Figure 2 produces a
solution with total benefit

∑n
i=1 ρi iff there is a solution to

the MRM instance.
Suppose there is a solution to the MRM instance. We can

assume (by deleting, if necessary, some rounds in which
agents are matched) that each agent xi is assigned exactly
ρi rounds. Therefore, the total benefit over all the agents is∑n
i=1 ρi. Since the maximum benefit that agent xi can get

is ρi, this sum also represents the maximum possible total
benefit. So, the total benefit of the solution produced by the
algorithm in Figure 2 is

∑n
i=1 ρi.

For the converse, suppose the maximum benefit produced
by the algorithm is equal to

∑n
i=1 ρi. It can be seen from

Figure 2 that for any agent xi, the algorithm assigns at most
ρi rounds. (This is due to the type-3 resource nodes for
which all the incident edges have large weights.) Since the
total benefit is

∑n
i=1 ρi, each agent xi must be assigned ex-

actly ρi rounds. Thus, the MRM instance has a solution.

In subsequent sections, we will refer to the algorithm for
MRM mentioned in the above proof as ALG-MRM.

4.3 Maximizing Rawlsian Social Welfare
Let γi(M) denote the number of rounds assigned to agent xi
in a multi-round solution M. The minimum satisfaction
ratio for M is defined as mini{γi(M)/ρi}. Consider the
problem of finding a multi-round matching that maximizes
the minimum satisfaction ratio. While the maximization ob-
jective of this problem seems different from the utilitarian
welfare function, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.9. There exists a reward function µi for each
agent xi such that maximizing the total benefit under this
function maximizes the Rawlsian social welfare function,
i.e., it maximizes the minimum satisfaction ratio over all
agents. Further, this reward function is valid and therefore,
an optimal solution to the MAXTB-MRM problem under
this benefit function can be computed in polynomial time.
To prove the theorem, we first show how the benefit function
is constructed.
1. Let F =

{
k1/k2 | k1, k2 ∈ {1, . . . , k} and k1 ≤ k2

}
∪

{0}.

2. Let π : F → {1, . . . , |F |} give the index of each element
in F when sorted in descending order.

3. For each q ∈ F , let ξ(q) = (nk)π(q)/(nk)|F |, where n
is the number of agents and k is the number of rounds.
Note that each ξ(q) ∈ (0, 1].

4. The incremental benefit δi(`) for an agent xi for the `th
matching is defined as δi(`) = ξ

(
(` − 1)/ρi

)
. Thus, the

benefit function µi for agent xi is given by µi(0) = 0 and
µi(`) = µi(`− 1) + δi(`) for 1 ≤ ` ≤ ρi.

It can be seen that µi satisfies properties P1, P2, and P4 of a
valid benefit function. We now show that it also satisfies P3,
the diminishing returns property.

Lemma 4.10. For each agent xi, the incremental bene-
fit δi(`) is monotone non-increasing in `. Therefore, µi(·)
satisfies the diminishing returns property.

Proof. By definition, for ` = 1, . . . , ρi−1, δi(`)/δi(`+1) =
ξ
(
(`− 1)/ρi

)
/ξ
(
`/ρi

)
≥ nk > 1, by noting that π(`/ρi)−

π((`+ 1)/ρi) ≥ 1. Hence, the lemma holds.

To complete the proof of Theorem 4.9, we must show that
any solution that maximizes the total benefit for the above
benefit function also maximizes the minimum satisfaction
ratio. This proof appears in (Trabelsi et al. 2022c).

4.4 Hardness of MAXSA-MRM
Here we consider the MAXSA-MRM problem, where the
goal is to find a k-round matching to maximize the num-
ber of satisfied agents. A benefit function that models this
problem is as follows. For each agent xi, let µi(`) = 0 for
0 ≤ ` ≤ ρi − 1 and µi(ρi) = 1. This function can be seen
to satisfy properties P1, P2, and P4 of a valid benefit func-
tion. However, it does not satisfy P3, the diminishing returns
property, since δ(ρi − 1) = 0 while δ(ρi) = 1. Thus, this
is not a valid benefit function. This difference is enough to
change the complexity of the problem.

Theorem 4.11. MAXSA-MRM is NP-hard even when the
number of rounds (k) is 3.

Proof idea: We use a reduction from the Minimum Vertex
Cover Problem for Cubic graphs which is known to be NP-
complete (Garey and Johnson 1979).

5 Advice Generation Problems
Here, we first point out that the AG-MRM and
AG-MAXSA-MRM problems are NP-hard. We present two
solution approaches for the AG-MAXSA-MRM problem,
namely an integer linear program (ILP) formulation and a
pruned-search-based optimization using ALG-MRM.

5.1 Complexity Results
Theorem 5.1. The AG-MRM problem is NP-hard when
there is just one agent xi for which ρi > 1.

Proof idea. We use a reduction from the Minimum Set
Cover (MSC) problem which is known to be NP-complete
(Garey and Johnson 1979).



Any solution to the AG-MRM problem must satisfy all
the agents. Thus, the hardness of AG-MRM also yields the
following:

Corollary 5.2. AG-MAXSA-MRM is NP-hard.

5.2 Solution Approaches for AG-MAXSA-MRM
(a) ILP Formulation for AG-MAXSA-MRM: A
complete ILP formulation for solving the problem
AG-MAXSA-MRM can be found at (Trabelsi et al. 2022c).
(b) ALG-MRM guided optimization: We describe a local
search heuristic PS-AG-MAXSA-MRM for the MS-AG-
MRM problem. It consists of three parts: (1) identification
of relevant candidate sets of relaxations for each agent and
edges in the restrictions graph (and hence the name pruned-
search), (2) the valuation of an identified set of relaxations
for all agents and (3) a local search algorithm.

In part (1), for each agent xi, we first identify the sets of
restrictions Γi = {C′i ⊆ Ci | Cost of removing all the labels
in C′i for agent xi is ≤ βi} to be considered for removal
during the search. We choose a subcollection Γsi ⊆ Γi of
sets based on the following criteria: (a) only Pareto optimal
sets of constraints with respect to the budget are considered,
i.e., if C′i ∈ Γsi , then there is no cti ∈ Ci such that the cost of
relaxation of C′i ∪ {cti} is less than or equal to βi; (b) each
C′i ∈ Γsi is associated with a set of edges E′i that will be
added to the compatibility graph if C′i is relaxed; if C′i and C′′i
are such that E′′i ⊆ E′i, then, we retain only C′i; (c) if two
sets of constraints cause the addition of the same set of edges
to the compatibility graph, only one of them is considered.

In part (2), given a collection of relaxation sets, one for
each unsatisfied agent, we apply ALG-MRM from Section 4
on the induced compatibility graph. The number of agents
that are satisfied in the k-round solution obtained serves as
the valuation for the collection of relaxation sets. In part (3),
we use simulated annealing local search algorithm (Aarts
and Korst 1989) for the actual search.

6 Experimental Results
We applied the algorithms developed in this work to sev-
eral datasets. Evaluations were based on relevant bene-
fit functions and computing time. We used at least 10
replicates for each experiment when needed (e.g., ran-
dom assignment of attributes and while using PS-AG-
MAXSA-MRM, which is a stochastic optimization algo-
rithm). Error bars are provided in such instances. We
considered two novel real-world applications (discussed
below). Here, we describe the attributes of the datasets;
the data itself and the code for running the experi-
ments are available at https://github.com/yohayt/Resource-
Sharing-Through-Multi-Round-Matchings.

Lab-Space application. We conducted a back-to-the-lab
desk sharing study in the AI lab at a university1 to facilitate
lab personnel intending to return to in-person work during
the COVID-19 epidemic. A survey was used to collect the
preferences of lab members. The lab has 14 offices and 31

1Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel.

members. Six of the offices can accommodate two students
each and the remaining eight can accommodate one student
each. The agent restrictions are as follows: vicinity to the
advisor’s room, presence of cabinet, WiFi connectivity, am-
bient noise, vicinity to the kitchen, room size, and vicinity to
the bathroom. All agent preferences are generated from the
survey as a function of the affinity (from 1 (low) to 5 (high))
they provide for each attribute. These affinities are also used
as costs for attribute removal.

Course-Classroom dataset. This dataset comes from a
university1 for the year 2018–2019. There are 144 class-
rooms and 153 courses. In the experiments, we focused on
two hours on Tuesday and used all the courses that are
scheduled in this time slot and all available classes. There
were 142 courses and all the 144 classrooms were available
for them. Each classroom has two attributes: its capacity
and the region to which it belongs. Although the problem of
assigning classrooms to courses is quite common (Phillips
et al. 2015), we did not find any publicly available dataset
that could be used here. The number of rounds of participa-
tion is chosen randomly between 1 and 3 as this data was not
available. Also, to generate Ki, ρi rounds are sampled uni-
formly followed by choosing the remaining days with prob-
ability 0.5. We used 10 replicates for each experiment.

The generation of the restrictions and compatibility
graphs from the agent preferences and resource attributes is
described in detail in (Trabelsi et al. 2022c).
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Figure 3: Lab-Space experiment results: (a) Average as-
signment ratio for different preference affinity thresholds;
(b) Average assignment ratio when the number of resources
is restricted; (c) Comparison of different welfare functions
for resource probability 0.5, and preference affinity and day
affinity thresholds of 5 and 2 respectively; and (d) Evalua-
tion of the advice generation algorithm for increasing bud-
get. (Plots for the case with two people per big room are
in (Trabelsi et al. 2022c).)

Lab-Space multi-round matching. Through this study,
the head of the lab (PRINCIPAL) wanted answers to the fol-
lowing questions: Is it possible to accommodate only one



person per office? Is it possible to maximize the number
of relevant assignments? Is it possible to achieve all this by
satisfying as many preferences of lab members as possible?
The number of rounds is 5 (one for each weekday). We de-
fined a preference affinity threshold. If the agent’s survey
score for affinity (1-5) is at least as much as the thresh-
old, then we add this preference as a constraint. Note that
the compatibility graph generated for threshold τ is a sub-
graph of the one generated for τ + 1. The permissible sets
of rounds Ki are generated the same way. A day affinity
threshold is set. If the agent’s preference for a weekday is
lower than this threshold, then we do not add it to Ki. In
Figure 3(a), we have results for maximizing the utilitarian
social welfare for various compatibility graphs generated
by adding constraints based on the agent’s affinity to each
preference. We see that adhering strictly to the preferences
of agents gives a very low average assignment ratio γi/ρi,
where γi is the number of rounds assigned to agent xi (who
requested ρi rounds). We considered two scenarios for large
rooms: one or two students. We note that accommodating
two students significantly improves the average assignment
ratio. Adhering to the preferred days of students does not
seem to have many costs, particularly when the preference
affinity threshold is high. In Figure 3(b), we demonstrate
how critical the current set of resources is for the functioning
of the lab. We withheld only a portion of the resources (by
sampling) to satisfy agent preferences. However, with just
60% of the resources, it is possible to get an average assign-
ment ratio of 0.6, albeit by ignoring most of the agent prefer-
ences. In Figure 3(c), we compare utilitarian social welfare
with Rawlsian social welfare. We note that in the utilitarian
welfare, many agents end up with a lower assignment ratio
compared to Rawlsian, while the total number of matchings
across rounds is the same. (A theorem in this regard is pre-
sented in (Trabelsi et al. 2022c). It states that for valid and
monotone strictly increasing benefit functions, an optimal
solution for total benefit also optimizes the total number of
rounds assigned to agents.) Hence, from the perspective of
fairness in agent satisfaction, the Rawlsian reward function
performs better.

Lab-Space advice generation. From the results in Fig-
ure 3(d), we observe that there is a sharp increase in the
number of agents satisfied for a budget of 4. In the data, there
is a strong preference for WiFi (an average score of 4.3 out
of 5), while more than 40% of the rooms have poor connec-
tivity. When most of the agents relax this preference, they
have access to many rooms. This partially explains the sharp
increase in the number of matchings. We also observe that
the performance of PS-AG-MAXSA-MRM is close to that
of optimum (given by ILP-MAX-AG-MRM).

Course-Classroom multi-round matching. Here, we
considered two scenarios: having classes (i) five days a week
and (ii) six days a week. A six-day week can accommodate
more courses while on the other hand, facilities have to be
kept open for an additional day. The results of maximizing
the utilitarian multi-round matching are in Figure 4(a). We
observe that as ρi is increased, the average assignment ratio
decreases slowly. The difference between five and six days
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Figure 4: Course-Classroom experimental results: (a) Av-
erage assignment ratio vs. number of rounds required
per agent; (b) Comparison of different welfare functions.
(c) Evaluation of advice generation algorithm for increasing
budget. (d) Importance of attributes.

a week is not significant. Figure 4(b) compares utilitarian
and Rawlsian reward functions. Unlike the Lab-Space re-
sults, here we clearly see that the minimum assignment ratio
is higher in the former case.

Course-Classroom advice generation In Figure 4(c) we
observe that only for low budgets, the difference between
five-day week and six-day week solutions is significant. In
the same regime, we see a significant difference between
PS-AG-MAXSA-MRM and ILP-MAX-AG-MRM. By in-
specting the solution sets, we observed that relaxing the re-
gion attribute is most effective in increasing the number of
satisfied agents, while minimum capacity is least effective.
To study the importance of different attributes, we conducted
experiments where a single chosen attribute was omitted
from the restrictions list. Figure 4(d) indicates that the re-
gion attribute has the most impact on the assignments ratio.

Scaling to larger networks. To analyze the performance
of the of the advice generation algorithms with respect to the
size of the network, we experimented with complete bipar-
tite graphs of various sizes. The results are in (Trabelsi et al.
2022c). In these experiments, we note that not only is the so-
lution obtained using the PS-AG-MAXSA-MRM close to
ILP-MAX-AG-MRM, it is orders of magnitude faster.

7 Directions for Future Work
We conclude by mentioning a few directions for future work.
One direction is to consider other models for producing
compatibility graphs from restrictions graphs. (For example,
an edge may be added to the compatibility graph if at least
one label on that edge is removed.) It will also be interesting
to consider the multi-round matching problems in an online
setting, where the set of agents varies over time and compat-
ibility is round-dependent. Finally, it is of interest to inves-
tigate approximation algorithms with provable performance
guarantees for MAXSA-MRM and AG-MAXSA-MRM.
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